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• The Silk Roads were an interconnected web of 

routes

• This was not a systematically planned route 

over its entire length, although certainly at a 

local level, and at specific times, it was very 

well planned and supported

• Economic impact is not always the greatest –

movement of ideas, religions, languages, 

agricultural or political practices were the most 

significant



Silk Roads: misconceptions

• Silk was not the primary commodity 

• And many had greater impact than silk 

(gunpowder, cotton production or paper) or 

had greater volumes (salt, tea, copper and 

iron)

• Not always East and West – many 

ideas/goods moved shorter distances and 

many emerged from the centre (e.g. 

Buddhism)     



Conceptual problems with drawing a single 

route



Alay Valley, Kyrgyzstan





Intermittent Ghaggar River

Haryana, India

Tanglang La Pass (elevation 

5,328 metres) Ladakh ("land of high passes") 

Seasonal Lakes in the Gobi



Silk Roads

• Exchange, gift giving, and the payment of tribute

• The development of cities along these routes, 

which gained power and wealth providing the 

infrastructure of production and redistribution, and 

policing its routes

• The development of religious centres, which 

benefitted from the patronage of political systems 

and wealthy individuals

• There is no doubt that understanding the routes 

across Central Asia and the sub-continent is 

essential to understanding the Silk Roads.



History of research

• Ongoing research 

under UNESCO 

sponsorship.

• UNESCO projects 

for preservation of 

the Silk Roads sites 

in Central Asia



Nomination process

• Since 2005 Central Asian countries (Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan) are cooperating 

with China for Serial Nomination of the Silk Roads to 

correctly recognise the worldwide heritage value of a 

wealth of cultural heritage sites in Central Asia

• Coordinating committee established 

• The whole of the route is more than the sum of its 

constituent parts

• Over 50 corridors agreed

• Over 120 sites on tentative list with varying degree of 

description

Serial Nomination of the Silk Roads



ICOMOS thematic study



Red: 35,000 km major routes

Orange: 16,000 km substantial routes

Area: 16,000,000 km2And more ….

ICOMOS thematic study



Mogao Grottoes

• The Silk Roads are routes of 

integration, exchange and dialogue 

between East and West that have 

contributed greatly to the common 

prosperity and development of 

humankind for almost two millennia

• The whole of the route is more than 

the sum of its constituent parts

Statement of OUV



Complex sites & landscapes

• The types of monuments, sites and 

cultural landscapes found along the Silk 

Roads have been categorized under:

1. Infrastructure (facilitating trade and 

transportation);

2. Production (of trading goods); and

3. Outcomes (the results of contact and 

exchange)



Protecting a 

representative 

selection of smaller 

sites – not just the 

most beautiful 



Routes & sites



Approach

• Compartmentalising the Silk Roads 

into a number of World Heritage 

properties, linked by an overall 

framework concept

• More manageable serial nominations

• Progress at differing paces

• BUT, still maintaining the concept of 

trans-national cooperation that lies at 

the core of this endeavour



Silk Roads: the Routes Network of 

Chang’an – Tian-shan Corridor

China, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan





Heritage management

• Always has a local dimension

• Specific places

• Local partnerships & stakeholders

• Management planning needs to 
deliver holistic planning, with well 
integrated stakeholder 
participation and long-term 
sustainability



Vrang, Tajikistan

Southern Turkmenistan

Mustang, Nepal

Mogao, China



Ways forward

• How can we protect such a diverse 
range of cultural heritage?

• Avoiding duplication

• Building on strengths

• Implementing coordinated 
frameworks

• Building capacity

• & (re-)building communication



The Reweaving of the Silk Road





Coming back to information access… 



Sustainable Tourism



Key issues

• Need to proactively plan carrying 

capacities for sustainable 

management

• Inevitable that large, accessible and 

'display quality' sites offer more of a 

destination (USP)

• But by definition Silk Roads tourism 

lends itself to attracting travellers –

along integrated routes/corridors



Niche tourism

• Potential for niche tourism

• remote locations, more adventurous 

travellers, more 'authentic’ or distinctive  

experiences, etc.


